
Installation of Corded Internal Window Coverings (CIWC) must comply with Australia’s mandatory standard - Competition and Consumer (Corded Internal Window Coverings) Safety Standard 2014 

(‘the Mandatory Standard’). 

What installations must comply? The Mandatory Standard applies to the installation of a CIWC in a domestic dwelling (excluding caravans, mobile homes and boats).  

What is a CIWC? A window covering, such as a curtain or blind, or fittings used with a window covering, such as a traverse rod or track, that can be used inside has a cord (i.e. a rope, strap, string, chain, line or wire 

used to manipulate a window covering) (‘CIWC’).   

Supplier:   __________________________________________________________________________         Customer:  _________________________________________________________

Order Number:  ______________________________________________________________________         Date:  _____________________________________________________________

Product Description:  _________________________________________________________________

It is illegal to supply a CIWC that does not comply with the Mandatory Standard.

No CIWC should be installed until the requirements below have been met (boxes ticked)

Requirement Tick if Complies

Cord safety - CIWC installed so loose cord cannot form a loop 220mm or longer within 1600mm of the floor. YES ☐
Instructions followed - CIWC installed in accordance with installation instructions. YES ☐
If cord guide used - firmly attached to wall or other structure specified in instructions and cord tensioned to prevent loop 220mm forming. YES ☐
If cleat used - installed at least 1600mm above floor level. YES ☐
Instructions followed - CIWC installed in accordance with installation instructions. YES ☐
Warning labels - all warnings and swing tags supplied remain attached to the cord. YES ☐
Contact details - label attached containing the name and contact details of the person or company responsible for the installation. YES ☐
Customer acknowledgement - customer acknowledgment form completed and signed by installer and customer. YES ☐
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Installer Acknowledgement

Signed by:     _____________________________________________________________________________________________________________   (installer’s name)

______________________________________________________________  (installer’s signature)      ____________________________________  (date)

Customer Acknowledgement

I, ________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________(customer’s name)

acknowledge that information outlined above is correct and I have received a copy of the installation instructions and the warning label was attached to the cord or window covering at the time of installation.

Signed by:     _____________________________________________________________________________________________________________   (customer’s name)

______________________________________________________________  (customer’s signature)      ____________________________________  (date)

Installer must fill out this form is signed by the installer and customer in the presence of the customer before leaving the installation site.  Original to be kept by installer and copy to be given to customer.

Corded Internal Window Coverings Compliance

Acknowledgement of Compliance with Competition and Consumer (Corded Internal Window Coverings) Safety Standard 2014 

☐

I installed  ________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________  (product description)

for  _____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________  (customer’s name)

at  _____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________  (installation address)

on  _____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ (installation date)

☐
The following warning label was attached to the cord or all cords were cut off:
WARNING: Young children have died by wrapping loose curtain and blind cords or chains around their necks. Secure cords or chains with cord guides or keep them out of reach by winding them around a 
cleat. Move cots and furniture away from window covering cords or chains. Do not remove this label.

☐ Installer’s name and contact details attached to cord (or window covering if cord cut off)

☐ Given the customer a copy of the installation instructions
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